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About This Game

About
Welcome to Unknown's Survival : Player Battlegrounds , a Third person Cover based shooter. Bring in your friends and join the

battle to become the best player of the Season !

Class Selections
Select between 5 classes Medic , Recon , Engineer , Heavy and Assault.Each Class has a Unique Skill Equipment and weapons.
The Medic has a Vector SMG and can drop Medkits, while Heavy has a Machine gun and can drop AmmoKits. The Engineer is

equipped with a Shotgun and can set Trip Mines around the map to surprise the enemies with an explosion. The Recon is
equipped with a powerful scoped sniper and can throw Smoke Grenades to hide in plain sight. The Assault is equipped with an
AK74 and can throw Frag Grenades to eliminate enemies in groups! Select the class that suits your Play-Style and head on with

against others.

Character Customization
Customize your character to your liking, Each Season bringing in more customization content to the table.Select between

numbers of colors/tops/bottoms/face , to make your character look however you want! Each weapon has 5 skins to choose from,
with more skins.

The game is at the stage of alpha testing, we will constantly improve the game and improve functions.
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Phantom Signal is a good game, it is simple but challenging, it has pleasant graphics and a good soundtrack. I recommend it to
fans of sci-fi strategy and tower defense games.

I will, however, point out two major flaws:

You are not told what enemies you will be facing in each mission at the start, and in a lot of missions you are not told where they
will be coming from, and when. If you do not have the minerals or energy to react to a sudden attack, you will probably have to
restart the mission with the knowledge of where the enemies are coming from.

The research tree does not seem very well thought out. The missile turret as one the starting researches is strange as it is too cost
ineffective in the early game, whereas the faster building, faster upgrading and better recycling on the other side of the tree are
absolutely necessary.

Nevertheless, I do recommend the game at its current price.. It's been 4 years since I played the first eXceed game. How is the
second one? In my opinion, it's much better! I'm not the pro when it comes to shmup games, but I really like the "Dual-polarity
gameplay system", even tho I discovered it at my second try. But still, I managed to reach the second stage without changing
from "good" side! ^^ There is one thing that feels much better than in previous game and it's music - truly a great work, it
happens rarely that I would love to own the soundtrack of a game and it's available as DLC here, on Steam. Back then (4-5 years
ago) there wasn't much of choice in this genre, but even now with plenty of shmups on Steam, eXceed 2nd - Vampire REX is
worth buying.. i just dont like it :P. Very cute (and very SHORT) light-based puzzle game that definitely could be expanded
easily if they decide to do it. I played the free iOS version and bought it on Steam because I feel it's worth giving the developers
some money. Is it worth $5.99 (or less on sale)? Depends on your point of view--I just spent more than that on dinner, and I
definitely enjoyed LIT more for about the same amount of time. Would absolutely buy an expansion if they make one.. could
have been great - but looks like its dead in the water.. Chicken little? More like chicken little enjoyment XXdDDD. I manage to
stay until map level 9 only as i remember since the pop out level leave too fast haha but this game quite simple and good.
Woorth to try it out.

Sherza95 ^^~. Its a Bad Sheepie.
Can you say "Mooooooooooooooooo"!!!!. It was like watching the sunset
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This game is really nice. It's like PUBG and I think it would be fun if there was players.. But unfortunately there are 0 players
when I try to play. I think it should be free and they should make adds to show this game to other people. Then I would totally
recommend but now I don't recommend you to buy it.. Easy to start and prototype..less if you want a pro tool.
There is so much to improve from printing, editing, customisation, managing decks but is a really good start.

I can't wait to see the future features implemented,
I strongly suggest to improve all the aspects and continue listening feedbacks.

One day I dream a complete service with packaging, print and delivery (that is cheap).. I used to own the original diskettes
containing Pizza Connection 1, and i've played that game A LOT!
When pizza syndicate / pizza connection 2 came out, i was really hyped but got disappointed very fast.
As soon as i heard about pizza connection 3, i also got really hyped, but with concern and doubt in the back of my head.

After the according to the reviews failing release of the game, i saw it as just another pizza syndicate.. But after a few weeks,
and hours of the developers working hard to fix the most annoying bugs and issues, it SEEMED to be worth a shot.

And after buying it, i'm actually glad I did. I only played about 2 hours so far, but this actually really feels like the successor to
pizza connection, it is basically what pizza syndicate tried to be but colossaly failed.. THIS GAME IS SO MUCH FUN! - watch
the video and see, please! screenshots don't do this justice.
Perfect for couples and friends!
No real scores kept and each round is like 20 seconds of JOY!
Online and Co-op online!
Good music!
CREATIVE levels!

**CUSTOM LEVELS AND A LEVEL EDITOR**
16,560 levels at current time!!!

So much potential here, I have a feeling I will be playing this game for years.. First of all, I rather enjoyed this game. It has
some glaring flaws, such as how the story doesn't neatly wrap up in the end, and some basic grammar issues (wrong words,
sentence structure, or words spelled wrong, for example) BUT it was still worth the price of admission. The story itself, plot
holes aside, was interesting and engaging. Also, the 'Run' sequences didn't feel annoying or poorly done; you had enough time to
react instead of dieing the first time and trying again. Far too many RPGMaker games utilizing this do it POORLY. This is an
example of it being done right.

+Great Price Point
+Interesting Story
+Custom Sprites
+Great use of Music, sound effects and atmosphere

=Some grammar needs work. Thought instead of though, poorly worded sentences, etc...but they are the exception not the norm.
=The custom art, while not the best, DID fit the game and didn't feel disjointed from it.

-Very short. Can be beaten in about an hour and half that time if you speed run it. I'd say about 1-1.5 hours for all achievements.
-The plot has some glaring holes in it, and doesn't explain or neatly tie things up by the end. Even after getting two of the three
endings I'm left scratching my head as to what is really going on.

TLDR: Not your standard RPGMaker game, and avoids most pitfalls the genre tends to fall into. Good use of atmosphere to
produce suspense and intrigue, even if the story falls apart towards the end.
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